
REDBULL CASE ANALYSIS

How Red Bull became the energy drink market leader? By developing an integrated marketing communications plan to
reach its target audience, i.e., youth around the globe. Advertising The Tagline â€œRed bull gives you wingsâ€• is the
main reason which Amazed and attracted the.

Therefore, product development is an option for Red Bull; however, it is not the most important issue to be
addressed for increasing sales. Clinical Autonomic Research, 18 4 , pp. Low degree of necessity considered a
luxury product II. Supplier-Retailer Relationships Red Bull has recently instituted a new program, called
Perfect Partnership28, for retailers that help grow the Red Bull brand. To help avoid the possible devastating
effects of the studies being conducted Red Bull could: Do their own studies and accept whatever results they
find. While there may not be a quick fix to this situation, Red Bull should plan for the worse by looking into
different formulas for their most popular product. Additionally, there are sites that compile the data from each
site into one report that companies can use to get an overall sense of their status. Marketing Communication
Good marketing communication should be based on one simple message that is being communicated though
all media platforms Light,  Entrepreneurship through sports marketing: A case analysis of Red Bull in sport.
Firstly, the Red Bull brand faces significant competition from large industry companies including Pepsi and
Coca-Cola, in addition to retailer brands such as Blue Charge by Wal-Mart. Types of energy drinks used, by
gender, May 7 Figure 2. Though some products in the market already contain these additives, it has been
researched that none of those products contain high enough concentrations to deliver therapeutic or
revitalising benefits Clauson at al. In 5 accordance, Kjedgaard argues that partly, consumer express their
identity through the brands they use. Additionally, Red Bull can also design and evaluate their own metrics to
effectively evaluate its current marketing situation. Conclusion: Red Bull successfully utilized the 4E
framework during its Stratos Jump event and in its other social media and mobile marketing campaigns. The
shows can stream live on your iPhone, iPod, or iPad, with just a simple download and there are even
breakdancing and music apps you can download from the Red Bull record label app Red Bull, known for its
sensational digital marketing strategies, has truly upped the anti with its Red Bull Web TV series. Social
Negative health concerns Longer working hours, increased road traffic, more need for energy boost Increasing
consumer concern around diet and personal health IV. Red Bull has been successful in placing branded fridges
in bars and restaurants Kumar at al. Indeed, these risks may trigger a discussion about the suitability of energy
drinks for day-to-day consumption, thereby causing a significant decrease in Red Bull sales in favour of
brands using more natural ingredients, or other soft drinks in general. However, Lucozade is considered more
as a sport drink. According to Price , women are more health conscious, preferring more natural ingredients
such as taurine, ginseng and guarana. Post purchase Behavior There is conflicting scientific evidence as
concerns the effects of Red Bull on the human mind and body: o The consumption of Red Bull may lead to
negative side effects see Problems for Red Bull o Red Bull Energy Drink significantly improves driving
performance and reduces driver sleepiness during prolonged highway driving. Its brand familiarity has given
them a key source of competitive advantage.


